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Giving a nod to Georgian references while 
working the power suit, models sauntered 
down the runway in titillating layers that 
mixed whimsy with opulence. Chiara 
Boni La Petite Robe’s Fall/Winter 2019 
line elevated her signature stretch jersey 
fabric with rich velvets, artful brocades, 
bodacious ruffles and kinetic peplums. 
Meticulously balancing sheer and opaque, 
each look carefully guided the eye to its 
desired focal points. 
@chiarabonilapetiterobe

Endless color and chaos overtook the 
space as defiant models paraded along 
the runway. Holland’s muse is as sharp 
and tenacious as ever, and she’s ready to 
take on the world. A playful and vibrant 
array of influences appeared in detail, 
from Japanese obi knots and Mandarin 
collars and closures to Cambodian- 
influenced fabrications. Military style 
berets and lace-forward hiking boots 
grounded the line in a 2019 functional 
reality that married perfectly to the 
daring and tactile looks.
@houseofholland
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In celebration of his roots, Prabal Gurung 
set South Asian elements against crisp 
American sportswear in his mesmerizing 
Fall/Winter 2019 line. Models slinked 
about the runway in ornate looks char-
acterized by a precise understanding of 
motion and the body. Feathers and silks 
wisped by, held down by sturdy blazers and 
cargo pants. No colors were off limits as the 
designer expressed himself fully through a 
brilliant and tantalizing array of hues.
@prabalgurung  

Carefully disheveled models cast smolder-
ing looks as they stomped down the run-
way. Grunge, athleisure and imperfection 
as precision served as the main inspira-
tions for Versace’s Fall/Winter 2019 line. 
Iconic Versace elements like oversized 
safety pins and bondage harnesses met 
distressed knits and lace-trimmed slips. 
Neon fur and glittering jewels punctuated 
the looks with a classic Versace elegance. 
Exposed thigh-highs and lace stockings 
in bright colors added dimension to the 
unkempt collection.
@versace 
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